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BEFORE YOUR SHIFT 
 
● Have materials handy  
● Connect to the VPN 
● Sign into interviewer.surveysampling.com 
● Check headgear  
● Check-in on the app.  
 
 
COMMON SCENARIOS 
 
1. My interviewer won't open up 
 
- Make sure that you're connected to GlobalProtect (VPN)  
If you're already connected but still unable to access please  
Clear you cache, cookies and close Google Chrome.  
Then open a new Chrome browser 
 
2. No project assignment  
 
- Assignment process may take some time.  
Please message us in the app after 10 minutes without project assignment 
Try to log off and log back on, so the project can reload.  
 

3. Can’t share my screen 
 
- Click on the small screen in the upper left.  
This will show you the option to share your screen.  
If “entire screen” doesn't work you can try “Web application” 

http://interviewer.surveysampling.com


Rebuttals Help sheet 
 

Note: This is created not for agents to memorize; instead this will serve as their guide in answering respondents’ 
concerns. Please be reminded that these responses are on a case to case basis. 
 

I’m not interested 

x Consumer product survey/ Awareness study: This is a very interesting study.  The purpose of this study is 

to create better products and services for you. Your opinions are extremely important. 

x Political Survey: This is a very interesting survey. Why don’t you try some of the questions and see if it’s 
worth your time after all. 

 

I’m busy 

x Your opinions are very important to us. (do not hesitate to move on to the next question) 
 

I don’t have the time 

x I understand your concern, but it is important that we speak to busy people like you to get an accurate 

cross-section of opinions.  I’ll go through the questions as quickly as I can.  Thank you for your patience. 
- to prevent a refusal IF a second effort is not successful:  

“I understand. When will be the best time to call you back? (Wait for a response) Thank you. Goodbye.” 

 

For callbacks/suspend 

x When would be a more convenient time to reach you? 

x I’d appreciate any time you could take now, and if necessary I could call you back another time to finish. 
x We can do this in increments. I can call you back at a more convenient time to pick up where we left off. 

 

CALLBACK INTRODUCTION   

Hi, my name is ____ of [company].  I was asked to call back at this time to complete an interview about…  May I 
speak with [check note box to see who to look for] 

 

x As soon as the person you’re looking for is on the phone… 

- Reintroduce yourself. 

Mr. / Ms. ___, thank you for your participation.  Here’s the next question.     
(Proceed immediately to the next question.)  

 

If you’re having problems with your computer 

x I’m experiencing a minor problem with my computer.  Please hold for a moment while I talk to my 
supervisor / the problem is corrected. 

x As soon as everything’s back to normal… 

- Thank you for staying on the line and being patient.   

(Proceed immediately to the next question.)  

 

When a respondent says, "You don't sound American or you sound "different", "funny", so where are you calling 

from?" 

x I am of Asian descent. I am calling from a market research company headquartered in Plano, Texas.  Thank 

you for being patient with me.  The next question is... 

x If respondent continues to insist, we say "As I mentioned earlier, I am of Asian descent.  Pardon my 

accent; I'm fairly new so I'm still working on it. Thank you for your patience.  The next question is..." 

 

Why can’t you interview me?  Why do you have to interview _____?” (In cases where we can ONLY talk to the 
male head/ female head/ listed person) 

x In order to assure a random sample of the population in your area, a selection of household members need 

to be made.   This selection is determined scientifically and, in this instance, it turns out that I need to 

interview __________. 

x We need to speak to an equal number of people in all age groups (or…) and we’ve already spoken to enough 
number of people in your age group.   

 



How much longer is this going to take? 
Be truthful with your answer!! Don’t give out the percentage of completion. 

x We’ve covered most of the questions, I will go through the rest of the questions as quick as I can. 
If you’re almost done: We are almost done with the survey, thank you for your patience. 

 

I need to go now…I don’t want to finish this 
x I would hate to lose the information you have provided. I’ll try to go a little faster. We really appreciate your 

time. If now is a bad time, when will be the best time to call you back? 
x I understand your concern, but we are almost done with the survey. I will go through the questions as fast 

as I can. 
o Assess the situation: 

x Check the time and approximate how much longer it will take to finish the survey. 
x Hear out the respondent’s reason for cutting the interview short.   

o If you don’t think you’ll finish the survey in a matter of two – three minutes… 
x When would be the best time to call you back? Ask for the respondent’s name (at least a first name and 

record in the note box) so we know who to look for.   
o If you truly have just a few minutes more to go… 

x We just have a few minutes more to go.   Why don’t I go through the questions as fast as I can, and you can 
respond to them as fast as you can.  Thank you for being patient.  The next question is… 
 

I don’t share my opinions over the phone. 
x Your answers are strictly confidential.  The results will be released only as statistical summaries. 

 

I only do studies by MAIL 
x We are conducting this study by telephone so that the results can be quickly tabulated. 

 

I don’t want to answer that question. 
x I can certainly understand your hesitation and it is up to you whether to answer or not, but I’d like to remind 

you that all of our interviews are kept confidential. 
x  Protecting people’s privacy is one of our major concerns.  Survey results are published in a report of 

numbers and statistics that are impossible to associate with any other people we’ve talked to. 
x We only ask these kinds of questions, so we can make sure we get a good cross-section of households. 

 

What is the survey all about? 
x The survey is all about …. (Supply general information found in the introduction script).  
If the RSPN would insist on the specific topic:  The best way to understand what the survey is all about is to 
hear a few of the questions.  The first/next question is… 
 

Customer Satisfaction Survey:  This is a research call to gather opinions from people like you to improve the 
products that you use and the services available to you. 

Awareness Study: We conduct studies to find out people’s opinions about various products and services.   
Political Survey: It is important that we hear out the opinions of people in your area to know what you think is 

the best way to combat today’s problems facing our community. 
 

What is the purpose of this study? Why are you doing this? 
x Customer satisfaction survey- “The purpose of this study is to create better products and services for you. 

Your opinions are extremely important.” 
x Political survey- “It is important that we hear out the opinions of the people in your area so as to know 

what you think is the best way to combat today’s problems facing our community.” 
x Awareness study – (ex. Health) the result of this research will help us know people’s stand on health issues 

and how much they know, so, that actions to help everyone will be taken 
 

Who is doing this study? 
x We are never told the sponsor of the study so that we don’t bias the study results. 

 

Who are you working for?  



x I work for DYNATA. We are the bridge between you and our client. As interviewers, we are not told the 
names of our clients as it might bias our interview. 

 

Where are you calling from? 
x Dynata and we are headquartered in Plano, Texas. 

If the RSPN will insist in our specific location, we can say: 
x This call is coming from the Philippines. 

 

DYNATA 
Address: 5800 Tennyson Parkway Plano, TX 75024 
Phone: (866) 360-9678 
Website: www.dynata.com  
 

How come your number doesn’t appear on my caller ID? 
x We use caller ID on all of our calls, however, if for any reason it didn’t show up, I apologize.  We are calling 

from Survey Sampling International, headquartered in Plano, Texas.  I can give you our number if you 
would like it for verification of this call.  (If they ask for it, give them the 866-360-9678 hotline) 

“You said you were calling from Texas.  How come I’m registering a different number on my caller ID?” 
x I’m so sorry but I don’t have any information on how our system works.  Let me give you a phone number 

that you can call to speak to someone who can help you.    
Then give them the following: 
DYNATA’s TCPA hotline (866) 360-9678 

 

Can I have a copy of the results? 
x I don’t know if this will be published but if you want you can check out our email address 

www.dynata.com/company/contact/ for more information. 
 

Why do you need my age/race/religion/income/educational background (demographics?) 
 

x To group your answers with others who participated in the study.  Let me assure you that your name and 
number will not be associated with your responses. 
 

x We ask for this information for statistical purposes only. In order for us to group your responses together 
with the other participants in the study. 

x These questions are asked in order for us to group your responses together with the other participants or 
statistical purposes.  This information will not be associated with the people we talked to.  We only ask 
these kinds of questions, so we can make sure we get a good cross-section of households. 

 
Where did you get my name/number/address? 

x Your name/number/address is provided to us together with the study. 
 
How did you dial our number? / How does your dialing system work?  
TCPA (Telephone Consumer Protection Act) 

I’m sorry I don’t have any information with regards to that, but you may call our TCPA hotline (866) 360-
9678 
 

Why do you want my name? 
x We ask for your name for verification purposes only, should my supervisor have further questions to clarify 

the study conducted.  Let me assure you that your name will be kept completely confidential. The results 
will be released only as statistical summaries. 

x We ask for your name because a percentage of our studies are validated, and someone may call to make 
sure that the study was conducted in a professional manner and that all the appropriate questions were 
asked.  

 

Do you give my name to your client? 



x Your name is kept completely confidential. Your name and number will not be associated with your 
responses. The results will be released as statistical summaries only. 

 

How long will this study take? How much longer is this going to be? 
x It all depends on how you answer these questions—I’ll be as brief as possible— I’ll go as quickly as I can. 

  
NEVER give false assurance to a respondent. This will not work. It is best to avoid giving out a number or a figure.  
 

If you really are almost done, tell the respondent that only a few more questions are left. 
 
If the respondent insists on a figure, then you may give an estimate that is closer to the estimated time and remind 
the respondent that it can go shorter or longer than that depending on their answers.  
 
 
I don’t understand the question. Please explain it to me. / What does that question mean? 

x We are not allowed to explain the question to you so as not to bias the survey.  There is no right or wrong 
answer.  You can answer the question based on how you understand it. 

x We are not allowed to rephrase the question or have our own interpretation because these questions were 
created for a purpose. There is no wrong or right answer for this. We value any opinions you have. 

 
I don’t want to buy anything 

x We are not selling anything. We are conducting a study about ___________ and we value your opinions.  
x This is not a sales call, nor will this call result into a sales call of any kind. At any point if you think that I am 

selling you anything, you may hang up on me. 
 

How do I know this is a legitimate call? 
x DYNATA is an independent market research firm and we are headquartered in Plano, Texas. If you’d like 

more information, feel free to access our website at www.dynata.com or call our office at (866)360-9678 
 

I have specifically told someone from your company to stop calling me…I can sue you if you don’t stop! 
x I apologize for the inconvenience and will remove your number from our calling list. 

 

These questions sound like you are working for ______. 
x I don’t have any control over the questions ma’am/Sir but rest assured we are not affiliated with any 

party/organization. I’ll go through this as quickly as I can. 
 

You already asked me that question. (Repetitive questions) 
x I’m sorry but some questions are repeated only for the purpose of tracking your opinions before and after 

hearing more information. Please bear with me if I have to read verbatim. Thank you for your 
understanding. 

 

Put whatever you want 
x I can only accept your specific responses. If I answered the question, it would invalidate the survey. 

Respondent provides an answer before all selections are read. 
x Thank you for that response, however I do need to give you all the choices available to validate the 

survey. 
x I can mark that for you, however I do need to finish reading the choices. I will go through it quickly. 

 
 
 
If respondent will ask personal questions. 

x I’m afraid I can’t answer your questions. I’m sorry. We are only allowed to respond to survey-related 
questions, other than that, we were not given the permission to do so. 
 

You’re not from my state, why can’t people from my state do this interview instead? 



x Interviewers are out of your state since we are detached from what’s happening back there and we can 

code your answers without any bias. 

 

Do I get something from this? Am I going to get paid? 
x Our surveys are purely voluntary. I appreciate your participation on this.” (If they insisted to be paid, 

please terminate the call and dispose it as Interviewer Terminate if it’s already in the middle part of the 
survey or Hard Refusal if you’re still on the introduction and please inform your QA about this) 
 

You’re not yet done reading the whole question, but the respondent immediately gave an answer. 

x Thank you very much for your quick response ma’am/sir. However, I need to read the rest of the 
question/choices for verbatim purposes. 

If the respondent answered DON’T KNOW or REFUSED to answer the question 

x No right or wrong answer for this. You may answer just to the best of your knowledge. 

I don’t like the Topic 

We have anticipated that there may be people that find this topic not concerning for them at all, but this is a public 

awareness study designed to measure the level of awareness of the people in your area. It would be helpful if (you 

could participate in this study OR finish this study) 

 

I’m on the DNC / Take me off your list  
x “The national DNC list only applies to telemarketers. Since the only thing we are calling you for is opinions, 

the list does not apply. Would now be a good time to continue?” 
 

Do Not Call Laws – IF NEEDED: 

Information about telephone consumer rights can be obtained from: 

x The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) phone #202-418-0200 or at www.fcc.gov 

x The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) phone #202-382-4357 or at www.ftc.gov 

 
If RSPN insist to place their number on our internal Do Not Call List deliver DNC Spiel. 
 
DNC SPIEL  
It may take up to 24 hours for your number to be removed from all calling databases companywide. Your phone 

number will remain on DYNATA's do not call list for a period of 2 years. 

 
If needed:  
I understand your hesitation, but Market Research is not covered by that Law. Rest assured, we are not going to sell 

you anything and you don’t get sales calls as a result of your cooperation.  
 

FOR CELLPHONE SAMPLES: 

 

AM I GOING TO BE BILLED FOR THIS? 

x Yes.  However, we are providing you the opportunity to be a representative in your area and share your 

concerns and opinions (…for better services or … on local issues) 
 

WHY ARE YOU CALLING ME ON MY CELLPHONE? 

x We are reaching all cell phone owners today to get everyone’s opinions especially from busy people like 

you, your opinions are extremely important. 

 
Distressed Respondent.  You will call a lot of people and there is a small chance that at some point you 

will call someone who admits to you a threat to harm themselves. If this happens you should offer the suicide 



prevention hotline phone number so they can speak to a trained professional who can help them. Do not assume 
the role of a counselor yourself. Thank them for their time and politely end the call. Report the call to your 
supervisor once you have disconnected.  

Suicide Prevention Hotline (800)273-8255, (800-273-TALK)  
 

 Media contact. As mentioned earlier, occasionally we will contact or be contacted by someone who 
works for a news station, newspaper, blog, radio station, or some other form of media. When they figure out we 
collect data pertaining to all kinds of different situations, especially elections, they might try to get some 
information from us.  When this happens always respond “I have no comment” and refer all inquiries to 
Ashlin.Quirk@dynata.com. 
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(ŊƦƛŸƦŊƴŊŸŭƦ öƞġ ńŸǕ Ǖġ ƴġŢŢ ƴńġ ƦǛƦƴġū Ǖńöƴ ńöƛƛġŭġĚ Ǖńġŭ Ǖġ ĚŊöŢġĚ ƴńġ ŭƼūĒġƞ öŭĚͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ
ēŸƼŢĚ ŭŸƴ Ʀƴöƞƴ Ÿƞ ēŸūƛŢġƴġ ö ƦƼƞǔġǛ Ÿŭ ƴńġ ēöŢŢ͌  ġŢŸǕ ŊƦ ö ŢŊƦƴ ŸĻ öŢŢ ĚŊƦƛŸƦŊƴŊŸŭ ŸƛƴŊŸŭƦ ͡ ƴńġͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ
ūŸƦƴ�ēŸūūŸŭ�ŸŭġƦ�öƞġ�ńŊļńŢŊļńƴġĚ�Ŋŭ�ǛġŢŢŸǕ͌ͳ

!Ÿŭƴöēƴ�͛��ƛġƞƦŸŭ�öŭƦǕġƞġĚ�ƴńġ�ƛńŸŭġ͜ͳ

yŸƴ��ǔöŊŢöĒŢġͳ
ͳ
͛ßġƞǛͳ
ēŸūūŸŭ͉͜ͳ
ͳ
ͳ

Ɣ mŊƦƴġĚ�ƞġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ�ŊƦ�ŭŸƴ�öƴ�ńŸūġͳ
Ɣ ªġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ�ŊƦ�ƴġūƛŸƞöƞŊŢǛ�ŭŸƴ�öǔöŊŢöĒŢġ�ƴŸ�ĚŸ�ƴńġ�ƦƼƞǔġǛͳ
Ɣ ªġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ�ńöƦ�ŭŸ�ƴŊūġ�ƴŸ�ĚŸ�ƴńġ�ƦƼƞǔġǛ�Ÿƞ�ŊƦ�ƴŸŸ�ĒƼƦǛͳ
Ɣ ªġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ�ńöŭļƦ�Ƽƛ�ĚƼƞŊŭļ�ǛŸƼƞ�ŊŭƴƞŸĚƼēƴŊŸŭͳ
Ɣ �ŭǛƴńŊŭļ�ƞġƦġūĒŢŊŭļ�ƴńġ�ƦŸƼŭĚ�ŸĻ�ƦŸūġŸŭġ�ńöŭļŊŭļ�Ƽƛ�ƴńġ�ƛńŸŭġͳ

öĻƴġƞ�ǛŸƼͬƞġ�ēŸŭŭġēƴġĚ�ƴŸ�ƴńġ�ēöŢŢͳ

ÀġēńŭŊēöŢͳ
§ńŸŭġͳ
§ƞŸĒŢġūƦͳ

Ɣ  öĚ�ƦƴöƴŊē�Ÿƞ�ġēńŸ�Ÿŭ�ƴńġ�ƛńŸŭġ�ŢŊŭġͳ
Ɣ XƦƦƼġƦ�ǕŊƴń�ǛŸƼƞ�ŸǕŭ�ńöƞĚǕöƞġ͒ƦŸĻƴǕöƞġ�ƴńöƴ�ēöƼƦġ�Ʀġǔġƞġͳ

ƛƞŸĒŢġūƦ�Ÿŭ�ö�ēöŢŢͳ

²ŸĻƴ�ªġĻƼƦöŢͳ Ɣ ªġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ�ĻŊƞūŢǛ�ĒƼƴ�ƛŸŢŊƴġŢǛ�ĚġēŢŊŭġƦ�ƴŸ�ĚŸ�ƴńġ�ƦƼƞǔġǛͳ
Ɣ (Ÿ�ŭŸƴ�ūġŭƴŊŸŭ�ƴńġ�(Ÿ�yŸƴ�!öŢŢ�ŢŊƦƴͳ

RöƞĚ�ªġĻƼƦöŢͳ Ɣ ªġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ�ǔġƞǛ�ƼƛƦġƴ�öĒŸƼƴ�ĒġŊŭļ�ēöŢŢġĚ�öŭĚ�ǕŊŢŢ�ŭŸƴ�ġǔġƞ�ĚŸ�öͳ
ƦƼƞǔġǛ�ǕŊƴń�ƼƦͳ

Ɣ (Ÿ�ŭŸƴ�ūġŭƴŊŸŭ�ƴńġ�(Ÿ�yŸƴ�!öŢŢ�ŢŊƦƴͳ

§Ƽƴ�Ÿŭ�(Ÿͳ
yŸƴ�!öŢŢ�mŊƦƴͳ

Ɣ �ŭǛŸŭġ�ǕńŸ�ƦöǛƦ�ƴŸ�ƛƼƴ�ƴńġŊƞ�ŭöūġ͒ŭƼūĒġƞ�Ÿŭ�ƴńġ�(Ÿ�yŸƴ�!öŢŢ�ŢŊƦƴͳ
Ÿƞ�ƦöǛƦ�öŭǛƴńŊŭļ�öĒŸƼƴ�ƛƼƴƴŊŭļ�ƴńġŊƞ�ŭöūġ�Ÿŭ�ŸƼƞ�(Ÿ�yŸƴ�!öŢŢ�ŢŊƦƴͳ

Ɣ (Ÿ�ŭŸƴ�ēŸŭĻƼƦġ�ǕŊƴń�ö�ƞġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ�ƴġŢŢŊŭļ�ǛŸƼ�ƴńġǛͬƞġ�öŢƞġöĚǛ�Ÿŭ�öŭͳ
ġǚŊƦƴŊŭļ�(Ÿ�yŸƴ�!öŢŢ�ŢŊƦƴͳ

möŭļƼöļġͳ
 öƞƞŊġƞͳ

Ɣ ªġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ�ēöŭŭŸƴ�ƦƛġöŞ�Ÿƞ�ƼŭĚġƞƦƴöŭĚ�ƴńġ�ƦƼƞǔġǛͬƦ�ŢöŭļƼöļġ͇�ŊƦͳ
ńöƞĚ�ŸĻ�ńġöƞŊŭļ͇�ġƴē͌ͳ

(ġēġöƦġĚͳ Ɣ �ŭŢǛ�ƼƦġ�ŊĻ�ƴńġ�ƦƼƞǔġǛ�ŊƦ�ͩmŊƦƴġĚ�§ġƞƦŸŭ��ŭŢǛͪ�öŭĚ�ƴńöƴ�ƛġƞƦŸŭ�ńöƦͳ
ƛöƦƦġĚͳ

àƞŸŭļͳ
yƼūĒġƞͳ

Ɣ �ŭŢǛ�ƼƦġ�ŊĻ�ƴńġ�ƦƼƞǔġǛ�ŊƦ�mŊƦƴġĚ�§ġƞƦŸŭ��ŭŢǛ�öŭĚ�ƴńġ�ŢŊƦƴġĚͳ
ƞġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ�ŊƦ�ŭŸƴ�öǔöŊŢöĒŢġ�öƴ�ƴńöƴ�ŭƼūĒġƞͳ

̉ͳ



 ƼƦŊŭġƦƦ͒yŸŭ
͡ªġƦŊĚġŭēġͳ

Ɣ §ńŸŭġ�ŭƼūĒġƞ�ŊƦ�ĻŸƞ�öŭǛ�ĒƼƦŊŭġƦƦ͇�ēńƼƞēń͇�ƛŸŢŊēġ�ƦƴöƴŊŸŭ͇�ĻŊƞġͳ
Ěġƛöƞƴūġŭƴ͇�ńŸƦƛŊƴöŢ͇�ƦēńŸŸŢ͇�ġƴē͌ͳ

yŸŭ͡!Ÿŭƴöēƴ�͛Àńġ�ƛńŸŭġ�ǕöƦ�ŭŸƴ�öŭƦǕġƞġĚ͇�ŭŸ�ŢŊǔġ�ƛġƞƦŸŭ�ǕöƦ�ēŸŭƴöēƴġĚ͜ͳ

yŸ��ŭƦǕġƞͳ Ɣ §ńŸŭġ�ƞŊŭļƦ�ǕŊƴńŸƼƴ�öŭǛŸŭġ�ƛŊēŞŊŭļ�Ƽƛ͌�àöŊƴ�ĻŸƞ�öƛƛƞŸǚŊūöƴġŢǛ�̈̊ͳ
ƦġēŸŭĚƦ�ĒġĻŸƞġ�ġŭĚŊŭļ�ƴńġ�ēöŢŢ�τ�ūöƞŞŊŭļ�ƴńŊƦͳ

 ƼƦǛ�²ŊļŭöŢͳ Ɣ ²ŢŸǕ͇�ŢŸŭļ�ƞġƛġöƴŊŭļ�Ēġġƛͳ
Ɣ ÀńŊƦ�ńöƛƛġŭƦ�ĒġēöƼƦġ�ƴńġ�ƛġƞƦŸŭ�ŊƦ�Ÿŭ�öŭŸƴńġƞ�ēöŢŢ�öŭĚ�ĚŸġƦŭͬƴͳ

ńöǔġ�öŭ�öŭƦǕġƞŊŭļ�ūöēńŊŭġ͒ǔŸŊēġūöŊŢ͒ēöŢŢ�ǕöŊƴŊŭļͳ

yŸŭ͡ǕŸƞŞŊŭļ͒ͳ
(ŊƦēŸŭŭġēƴġĚͳ

Ɣ Àńġƞġ�ŊƦ�ö�ūġƦƦöļġ�ƴńöƴ�ġǚƛŢŊēŊƴŢǛ�ƦöǛƦ�ƴńġ�ƛńŸŭġ�ŭƼūĒġƞ�ŊƦ�ŭŸͳ
ŢŸŭļġƞ�Ŋŭ�ƦġƞǔŊēġ͇�ńöƦ�Ēġġŭ�ēńöŭļġĚ͒ĚŊƦēŸŭŭġēƴġĚ͇�ġƴē͌ͳ

ÀġŢġƛńŸŭġͳ
�ŭƦǕġƞŊŭļͳ
(ġǔŊēġͳ

Ɣ �ŭƦǕġƞŊŭļ�ūöēńŊŭġ͇�ǔŸŊēġūöŊŢ͇�öŭǛ�ŞŊŭĚ�ŸĻ�ƞġēŸƞĚŊŭļ�ƴńöƴ�ŊŭƦƴƞƼēƴƦͳ
ƴŸ�Ţġöǔġ��ūġƦƦöļġͳ

Ɣ yġǔġƞ�Ţġöǔġ�ö�ūġƦƦöļġ͇�ūöƞŞ�ƴńġ�ĚŊƦƛŸƦŊƴŊŸŭ�öŭĚ�ūŸǔġ�Ÿŭͳ

§ƞŊǔöēǛͳ
wöŭöļġƞ͒Àġē
ń� öƞƞŊġƞͳ

Ɣ �ƼƴŸūöƴġĚ�ƞġƦƛŸŭƦġ�ƴńöƴ�ĚŸġƦ�ŭŸƴ�öēēġƛƴ�ƼŭŞŭŸǕŭ�ēöŢŢġƞƦͳ
Ɣ �ŭǛƴńŊŭļ�ġŢƦġ�ƴńöƴ�ƛƞġǔġŭƴƦ�ö�ēöŢŢ�ĻƞŸū�ļġƴƴŊŭļ�ƴńƞŸƼļń�ƴŸ�ö�ŢŊǔġͳ

ƛġƞƦŸŭͳ

Iöǚ͒(öƴö�mŊŭġͳ Ɣ Iöǚ�ūöēńŊŭġ͒ūŸĚġū�ŭŸŊƦġͳ

(ġöĚ��Ŋƞͳ Ɣ Àńġƞġ�ŊƦ�ŭŸ�Ēġġƛ�Ŋŭ�ǛŸƼƞ�ńġöĚƦġƴ͇�ĒƼƴ�ö�ēöŢŢ�ĒġļŊŭƦ�Ÿŭ�ǛŸƼƞ�Ʀēƞġġŭͳ
Ɣ yŸ�öƼĚŊŸ�ŸĻ�öŭǛ�ŞŊŭĚ�Ŋŭ�ńġöĚƦġƴ�ƦƛġöŞġƞͳ
Ɣ àöŊƴ�̈̊�ƦġēŸŭĚƦ�Ŋŭ�ēöƦġ�ƴńġƞġ�ŊƦ�ö�ĚġŢöǛġĚ�ēŸŭŭġēƴŊŸŭͳ
Ɣ !Ÿŭƴöēƴ�²ńŊĻƴƦūöƞƴ�ŊĻ�ƴńŊƦ�ƛġƞƦŊƦƴƦ�ĻŸƞ�̊�Ÿƞ�ūŸƞġ�ēöŢŢƦ�Ŋŭ�ö�ƞŸǕͳ

(ƼƞŊŭļ�ƴńġ�²ƼƞǔġǛ�͛!ŸŭƴöēƴġĚ�ƴńġ�ƞŊļńƴ�ƛġƞƦŸŭ�öŭĚ�ūöĚġ�Ŋƴ�ƛöƦƴ�ƴńġ�ŊŭƴƞŸ�τ�ƦēƞġġŭŊŭļͳ
ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭƦ͜ͳ

²ƼƦƛġŭĚͳ Ɣ ªġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ�ńöƦ�ƦƴöƞƴġĚ�ƴńġ�ƦƼƞǔġǛ�öŭĚ�ŊƦ�ƛöƦƴ�ƴńġ�ƦēƞġġŭŊŭļͳ
ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭƦ�ĒƼƴ�ēöŭŭŸƴ�ĻŊŭŊƦń�ƴńġ�ƦƼƞǔġǛ�öƴ�ƴńöƴ�ūŸūġŭƴ�öŭĚ�ĚŸġƦͳ
Ǖöŭƴ�ƴŸ�ĻŊŭŊƦń�Ŋƴ�Ţöƴġƞͳ

Ɣ (Ÿ�ŭŸƴ�ƦƼƦƛġŭĚ�ö�ēöŢŢ�ǕŊƴńŸƼƴ�ƴńġ�ƞġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴͬƦ�ƛġƞūŊƦƦŊŸŭͳ

ªġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴͳ
ÀġƞūŊŭöƴġͳ

Ɣ ªġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ�ŊƦ�ƴńƞŸƼļń�ƴńġ�ƦēƞġġŭŊŭļ�ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭƦͳ
Ɣ ªġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ�ĚŸġƦ�ŭŸƴ�Ǖöŭƴ�ƴŸ�ēŸŭƴŊŭƼġ�ǕŊƴń�ƴńġ�ƦƼƞǔġǛ�ŭŸǕ�Ÿƞ�ġǔġƞͳ

XŭƴġƞǔŊġǕġƞͳ
ÀġƞūŊŭöƴġͳ

Ɣ ªġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ�ŊƦ�ƴńƞŸƼļń�ƴńġ�ƦēƞġġŭŊŭļ�ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭƦͳ
Ɣ ªġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ�ĒġēŸūġƦ�ƼŭēŸŸƛġƞöƴŊǔġ͇�ǔġƞĒöŢŢǛ�öĒƼƦŊǔġ͇�ŸŭŢǛͳ

ƦƼƛƛŢŊġƦ�ŊƞƞġŢġǔöŭƴ�Ÿƞ�ŭŸŭƦġŭƦŊēöŢ�öŭƦǕġƞƦ�ƴŸ�ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭƦͳ

ͳ

̊ͳ



§öƴ�ªġƦƛŸŭƦġƦͳ

àńŊŢġ ƴńġ ļŸöŢ ŊƦ ƴŸ ƞġöĚ ƴńġ ƦƼƞǔġǛ ǔġƞĒöƴŊū͇ ƴńġ ƞġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ ūöǛ öƦŞ ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭƦ Ÿƞ ūöŞġͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ
ēŸūūġŭƴƦ ƴńöƴ ƞġƝƼŊƞġ ǛŸƼ ƴŸ ūöŞġ ĒƞŊġĻ öĚśƼƦƴūġŭƴƦ͌  ġŢŸǕ öƞġ ƦŸūġ ēŸūūŸŭ ƦēġŭöƞŊŸƦͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ
öŭĚ�ńŸǕ�ƴŸ�ńöŭĚŢġ�ƴńġū�͡�ƴńġ�ūŸƦƴ�ēŸūūŸŭ�ƦēġŭöƞŊŸƦ�öƞġ�ńŊļńŢŊļńƴġĚ�Ŋŭ�ǛġŢŢŸǕ͌ͳ

Xŭ öŭǛ ŸĻ ƴńġƦġ ƦēġŭöƞŊŸƦ͇ ŊĻ ƴńġ ƞġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ ŞġġƛƦ ƛƼƦńŊŭļ ĻŸƞ ŊŭĻŸƞūöƴŊŸŭ͇ ƛŸŢŊƴġŢǛ ƦöǛ Xͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ
ĚŸŭͬƴ ńöǔġ öŭǛ öĚĚŊƴŊŸŭöŢ ŊŭĻŸƞūöƴŊŸŭ͌ XĻ ƴńŊƦ ēŸŭƴŊŭƼġƦ ĻƼƞƴńġƞ öŭĚ ƴńġ ƞġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ ͳ
ĒġēŸūġƦ�ƼƛƦġƴ͇�ƴńġŭ�ġŭĚ�ƴńġ�ēöŢŢ�öŭĚ�ūöƞŞ�Ŋƴ�öƦ�ö�ͩRöƞĚ�ªġĻƼƦöŢͪͳ

ÀŸƛŊēͳ

ªġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴͳ
©ƼġƦƴŊŸŭ�͒ͳ
!Ÿūūġŭƴͳ  ġƦƴ�§ƞöēƴŊēġ�ªġƦƛŸŭƦġͳ

©ƼġƦƴŊŸŭƦ�τ�!ŸūūġŭƴƦ�öĒŸƼƴ�ƴńġ�!öŢŢͳ

ͳ
(Ÿ�yŸƴ�!öŢŢͳ
mŊƦƴͳ

wǛ�ŭƼūĒġƞ�ŊƦ�Ÿŭͳ
ƴńġ�yöƴŊŸŭöŢ�(y!�͒ͳ
(Ÿ�yŸƴ�!öŢŢ�mŊƦƴ͌ͳ
àńǛ�öƞġ�ǛŸƼͳ
ēöŢŢŊŭļ�ūġ͍ͳ

!ŢöƞŊĻǛ�ƴńöƴ�ƴńġ�(y!�ŢŊƦƴ�ĚŸġƦŭͬƴ�öƛƛŢǛ�öŭĚ�ƴƞǛ�ƴŸͳ
ūŸǔġ�ĻŸƞǕöƞĚ�ǕŊƴń�ƦƼƞǔġǛ�ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭƦͳ
ͳ
ͩÀńġ�ŭöƴŊŸŭöŢ�(y!�ŢŊƦƴ�ŸŭŢǛ�öƛƛŢŊġƦ�ƴŸ�ƴġŢġūöƞŞġƴġƞƦ͌ͳ
²Ŋŭēġ�ƴńġ�ŸŭŢǛ�ƴńŊŭļ�Ǖġ�öƞġ�ēöŢŢŊŭļ�ǛŸƼ�ĻŸƞ�ŊƦͳ
ŸƛŊŭŊŸŭƦ͇�ƴńġ�ŢŊƦƴ�ĚŸġƦ�ŭŸƴ�öƛƛŢǛ͌�àńǛ�ĚŸŭͬƴ�Ǖġ�ļġƴͳ
ƦƴöƞƴġĚ�öŭĚ�Ʀġġ�Ǖńöƴ�ƦŸūġ�ŸĻ�ƴńġ�ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭƦ�öƞġͳ
ŢŊŞġ͍�àġ�ēöŭ�ƦƴŸƛ�öƴ�öŭǛ�ƴŊūġͪͳ

§ńŸŭġͳ
yƼūĒġƞͳ
²ŸƼƞēġͳ

RŸǕ�ĚŊĚ�ǛŸƼ�ļġƴͳ
ƴńŊƦ�ŭƼūĒġƞ͍ͳ

XŭĻŸƞū�ƴńġ�ƞġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ�ƴńöƴ�ƛńŸŭġ�ŭƼūĒġƞƦ�öƞġͳ
ĻƞŸū�ƛƼĒŢŊēöŢŢǛ�öǔöŊŢöĒŢġ�ŢŊƦƴƦͳ
ͳ
ͩ�ŢŢ�ŭƼūĒġƞƦ�öƞġ�ŸĒƴöŊŭġĚ�ĻƞŸū�ƛƼĒŢŊēŢǛ�öǔöŊŢöĒŢġͳ
ŢŊƦƴƦͪͳ

!öŭͬƴ�ĻŊŭŊƦńͳ
ƴńġ�ƦƼƞǔġǛͳ

ͩX�ūƼƦƴ�ļŸ�ŭŸǕͪͳ
�ª�͵ͩRŸǕ�ūƼēńͳ
ŢŸŭļġƞ�ŊƦ�ƴńŊƦ͍ͪͳ

0ŭēŸƼƞöļġ�ƴńġū�ƴŸ�ĻŊŭŊƦń�ƴńġ�ƦƼƞǔġǛ͇�ŊĻ�ŭġēġƦƦöƞǛͳ
ļöƴńġƞ�ŊŭĻŸ�ĻŸƞ�öŭŸƴńġƞ�ēöŢŢͳ
ͳ
IŊƞƦƴ͆͵�͵ͩàġ�ŸŭŢǛ�ńöǔġ�ö�ĻġǕ�ūŊŭƼƴġƦ͒ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭƦ�ŢġĻƴ͇�Xͳ
öƛƛƞġēŊöƴġ�ǛŸƼƞ�ƴŊūġ�öŭĚ�ǕŊŢŢ�ļŸ�öƦ�ƝƼŊēŞŢǛ�öƦ�X�ēöŭ͌ͪͳ
Àńġŭ͆͵�XĻ�ƴńġ�ƞġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ�ēŸŭƴŊŭƼġƦ�ƴŸ�ƛƞġƦƦ͇�͵ͩXͳ
ƼŭĚġƞƦƴöŭĚ͇�öŭĚ�śƼƦƴ�ƴŸ�ġŭƦƼƞġ�X�ƦƛġöŞ�ǕŊƴń�ƴńġͳ
ēŸƞƞġēƴ�ƛġƞƦŸŭ�öļöŊŭ�ĻŸƞ�ƴńŊƦ�ƦƼƞǔġǛ͇�ēŸƼŢĚ�X�ńöǔġͳ
ǛŸƼƞ�ĻŊƞƦƴ�öŭĚ�ŢöƦƴ�ŭöūġ͍�ÀńöŭŞ�ǛŸƼ�ǔġƞǛ�ūƼēń͌ͳ
àġͬŢŢ�ēöŢŢ�öļöŊŭ�ƦŸŸŭ͌ͪͳ

yŸ�mŊƦƴġĚͳ
§ġƞƦŸŭͳ

mŊƦƴġĚ�ƛġƞƦŸŭ�ŊƦŭͬƴͳ
öǔöŊŢöĒŢġ͇�ĒƼƴ�ƴńġǛͳ
Ǖöŭƴ�ƴŸ�Ţġöǔġ�öͳ
ūġƦƦöļġͳ

ªġƛġöƴ�ƴńġ�ŊŭƴƞŸĚƼēƴŊŸŭ͇�ƴńġŭ�öĚĚ�ͩĒƼƴ�ǕġͬŢŢ�ēöŢŢͳ
ĒöēŞ�öŭŸƴńġƞ�ƴŊūġ͌�ÀńöŭŞ�ǛŸƼ͉ͪͳ

©ƼġƦƴŊŸŭƦ�τ�!ŸūūġŭƴƦ�öĒŸƼƴ�ƴńġ�²ƼƞǔġǛͳ

yöƴŊŸŭöŢͳ àńġƞġ�öƞġ�ǛŸƼͳ ªġƛġöƴ�ǛŸƼƞ�ŊŭƴƞŸĚƼēƴŊŸŭ͇�ŊĻ�ŭġēġƦƦöƞǛ�ūġŭƴŊŸŭͳ

̋ͳ



§ŸŢŢŊŭļͳ
�ƞļöŭŊǥöƴŊŸŭͳ

ēöŢŢŊŭļ�ĻƞŸū͍ͳ (Ǜŭöƴöͳ
ͳ
IŊƞƦƴ͆͵�ªġƛġöƴ�ǛŸƼƞ�ƦƼƞǔġǛ�ŊŭƴƞŸĚƼēƴŊŸŭͳ
Àńġŭ͆͵�XĻ�ƴńġ�ƞġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ�ēŸŭƴŊŭƼġƦ�ƴŸ�öƦŞ͇�ƞġƦƛŸŭĚͳ
ǕŊƴń�͵ͩX�öū�ēöŢŢŊŭļ�ĻƞŸū�(Ǜŭöƴö͇�ńġöĚƝƼöƞƴġƞġĚ�Ŋŭͳ
§ŢöŭŸ͇�ÀġǚöƦͪͳ

²ƼƞǔġǛͳ
mġŭļƴńͳ

RŸǕ�ŢŸŭļ�ŊƦ�ƴńġͳ
ƦƼƞǔġǛ͍ͳ

§ƞŸǔŊĚġ�ƴńġ�ġƦƴŊūöƴġĚ�ƴŊūġ�öŭĚ�ƴƞǛ�ƴŸ�ūŸǔġ�ĻŸƞǕöƞĚͳ
ǕŊƴń�ƦƼƞǔġǛ�ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭƦ͌�Àńġ�ġƦƴŊūöƴġĚ�ƴŊūġ�ƦńŸƼŢĚ�Ēġͳ
Ŋŭ�ƴńġ�ƦƼƞǔġǛ�ŊŭƴƞŸͳ
ͳ
ͩÀńġ�ƦƼƞǔġǛ�ƦńŸƼŢĚ�ƴöŞġ�öĒŸƼƴ�͙å͚�ƴŸ�͙æ͚�ūŊŭƼƴġƦͳ
ĚġƛġŭĚŊŭļ�Ÿŭ�ǛŸƼƞ�ƞġƦƛŸŭƦġƦ͌�àġ�ēŸƼŢĚ�öŢǕöǛƦ�Ʀƴöƞƴͳ
ŭŸǕ�öŭĚ�ĻŊŭŊƦń�öƴ�ö�Ţöƴġƞ�ƛŸŊŭƴ�ŊĻ�ƴńöƴ�ŊƦ�ūŸƞġͳ
ēŸŭǔġŭŊġŭƴ�ĻŸƞ�ǛŸƼ͌ͪͳ

²ƼƞǔġǛ�ÀŸƛŊēͳ àńöƴ�ŊƦ�ƴńġ�ƦƼƞǔġǛͳ
öĒŸƼƴ͍ͳ

(Ÿ�ŭŸƴ�öŭƦǕġƞ�ƴńġ�ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭƦ�ƛŸŢŊƴġŢǛͳ
ͳ
ͩX�ēöŭŭŸƴ�ĚŊƦēŢŸƦġ�ƦƛġēŊĻŊēƦ�ƼŭƴŊŢ�ǛŸƼ�ƝƼöŢŊĻǛ�ƴŸͳ
ƛöƞƴŊēŊƛöƴġ�Ŋŭ�ƴńġ�ƦƼƞǔġǛ͑�ńŸǕġǔġƞ͇�ǛŸƼ�ƦńŸƼŢĚ�Ēġͳ
öĒŢġ�ƴŸ�ĚġƴġƞūŊŭġ�ƴńġ�ƴŸƛŊē�ǕŊƴńŊŭ�ƴńġ�ĻŊƞƦƴ�ĻġǕͳ
ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭƦ͌ͪͳ

²ƼƞǔġǛͳ
²ƛŸŭƦŸƞͳ

àńŸ�ŊƦ�ƦƛŸŭƦŸƞŊŭļͳ
ƴńġ�ƦƼƞǔġǛ͍ͳͳ

XĻ�͵ǛŸƼ�öƞġ�ŭŸƴ�ƴŸŢĚ͵͇�ūġŭƴŊŸŭ�ƴńöƴ�ǛŸƼ�ĚŸŭͬƴ�ńöǔġ�ƴńöƴͳ
ŊŭĻŸͳ
ͳ
ͩX�öū�ŭŸƴ�ƛƞŸǔŊĚġĚ�öŭǛ�ŊŭĻŸƞūöƴŊŸŭ�Ÿŭ�ǕńŸ�ƦƛŸŭƦŸƞƦͳ
ƴńġ�ƦƼƞǔġǛ͌ͪͳ
ͳ
XĻ�͵ǛŸƼ�öƞġ�ƴŸŢĚ͵�ĒġēöƼƦġ�ƴńġ�ƦƼƞǔġǛ�ńöƦ�ö�ĚŊƦēŢŸƦƼƞġͳ
Ʀƴöƴġūġŭƴ�öƴ�ƴńġ�ġŭĚ͇�ƦöǛ�ƴńöƴ�ƴńŊƦ�ŊŭĻŸ�ǕŊŢŢ�Ēġͳ
ƛƞŸǔŊĚġĚ�Ţöƴġƞͳ
ͳ
ͩXĻ�X�Ǖġƞġ�ƴŸ�ĚŊƦēŢŸƦġ�ƴńġ�ƦƛŸŭƦŸƞ�öƴ�ƴńŊƦ�ƛŸŊŭƴ͇�Ŋƴͳ
ǕŸƼŢĚ�ŊŭǔöŢŊĚöƴġ�ƴńġ�ƦƼƞǔġǛ͌�RŸǕġǔġƞ͇�XͬĚ�Ēġ�ūŸƞġͳ
ƴńöŭ�ńöƛƛǛ�ƴŸ�Ţġƴ�ǛŸƼ�ŞŭŸǕ�ƴńġ�ƦƛŸŭƦŸƞ�Ÿŭēġ�Ǖġͬǔġͳ
ƞġöēńġĚ�ƴńġ�ġŭĚ͌ͪͳ

©ƼġƦƴŊŸŭƦ�τ�!ŸūūġŭƴƦ�öĒŸƼƴ�²ƼƞǔġǛ�©ƼġƦƴŊŸŭƦͳ

XŭƴġƞƞƼƛƴƦͳ
ƴńġ�ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭͳ

ªġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴͳ
ūöŞġƦ�ö�ēŸūūġŭƴͳ
ǕńŊŢġ�ǛŸƼ�öƞġͳ
ƞġöĚŊŭļ�ƴńġͳ
ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭ�Ÿƞͳ
öŭƦǕġƞ͌��ŢƦŸ͇ͳ
ēŸƼŢĚ�öƦŞ�ǛŸƼ�ƴŸͳ
ƦƴŸƛ�ƞġöĚŊŭļ�ƴńġͳ
ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭƦ͒Ʀƴöƴġūġ
ŭƴƦͳ

�ēŞŭŸǕŢġĚļġ�ƴńġ�ēŸūūġŭƴ͇�ġǚƛŢöŊŭ�ƴńöƴ�ǛŸƼ�ŭġġĚͳ
ƴŸ�ƞġöĚ�ƴńġ�ĻƼŢŢ�ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭ�τ�öŭƦǕġƞͳ
ͳ
ͩX�ƼŭĚġƞƦƴöŭĚ͑�ńŸǕġǔġƞ͇�X�öū�ƞġƝƼŊƞġĚ�ƴŸ�ƞġöĚ�ƴńġͳ
ƦƼƞǔġǛ�ǔġƞĒöƴŊū�ƴŸ�ǛŸƼͪͳ

̌ͳ



�ŭƦǕġƞƦ�ƴŸŸͳ
ƦŸŸŭͳ

ªġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴͳ
ƛƞŸǔŊĚġƦ�öŭͳ
öŭƦǕġƞ�ĒġĻŸƞġ�öŢŢͳ
ƦġŢġēƴŊŸŭƦ�öƞġ�ƞġöĚͳ

�ēŞŭŸǕŢġĚļġ�ƴńġ�öŭƦǕġƞ͇�ĻŊŭŊƦń�ƞġöĚŊŭļ�ƴńġ�öŭƦǕġƞͳ
ŸƛƴŊŸŭƦͳ
ͳ
ͩX�ēöŭ�ūöƞŞ�ƴńöƴ�ĻŸƞ�ǛŸƼ͇�ńŸǕġǔġƞ͇�X�ŭġġĚ�ƴŸ�ĻŊŭŊƦńͳ
ƞġöĚŊŭļ�ƴńġ�ēńŸŊēġƦ͌ͪͳ

ªġĻƼƦġƦ�ƴŸͳ
öŭƦǕġƞͳ

ͩX�ĚŸŭͬƴ�Ǖöŭƴ�ƴŸͳ
ļŊǔġ�ǛŸƼ�ƴńöƴͳ
ŊŭĻŸƞūöƴŊŸŭͪͳ

�ēŞŭŸǕŢġĚļġ�ƴńöƴ�öŭƦǕġƞ͇�ēńŸŸƦġ�ƴńġ�ƞġĻƼƦġĚͳ
öŭƦǕġƞ�ŸƛƴŊŸŭ͇�öŭĚ�ūŸǔġ�Ÿŭͳ
ͳ
ͩX�ƼŭĚġƞƦƴöŭĚͪͳ

ÇŭēŢġöƞͳ
ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭƦ�Ÿƞͳ
öŭƦǕġƞͳ
ŸƛƴŊŸŭƦͳ

ͩX�ĚŸŭͬƴͳ
ƼŭĚġƞƦƴöŭĚ�Ǖńöƴͳ
ƴńöƴ�ūġöŭƦ͇�ēöŭͳ
ǛŸƼ�ġǚƛŢöŊŭ�ƴńġͳ
ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭ͍ͪͳ

(Ÿ�ŭŸƴ�ēŢöƞŊĻǛ͇�ŸĻĻġƞ�ƴŸ�ƞġ͡ƞġöĚ�ƴńġ�ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭͳ
ͳ
ͩXƴ�ūġöŭƦ�Ǖńöƴġǔġƞ�Ŋƴ�ūġöŭƦ�ƴŸ�ǛŸƼ͌�X�ēöŭ�ƞġ͡ƞġöĚͳ
ƴńġ�ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭ�ŊĻ�ǛŸƼ�ŢŊŞġ͌ͪͳ

�ƦŞƦ�ǛŸƼ�ƴŸͳ
öŭƦǕġƞͳ

ͩ§Ƽƴ�Ǖńöƴġǔġƞ�ǛŸƼͳ
Ǖöŭƴͪ�͵�ª�͵ͩàńöƴͳ
ĚŸ�ǛŸƼ�ƴńŊŭŞͳ
öĒŸƼƴ�Ŋƴ͍ͪͳ

§ŸŢŊƴġŢǛ�ƞġĻƼƦġ�ƴŸ�öŭƦǕġƞ�ƴńġ�ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭͳ
ͳ
ͩX�ēöŭ�ŸŭŢǛ�öēēġƛƴ�ǛŸƼƞ�ƞġƦƛŸŭƦġƦ͌�XĻ�X�öŭƦǕġƞġĚ�ƴńġͳ
ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭ͇�Ŋƴ�ǕŸƼŢĚ�ŊŭǔöŢŊĚöƴġ�ƴńġ�ƦƼƞǔġǛͪͳ

ͳ

ͳ ͳ

̍ͳ



JŢŸƦƦöƞǛͳ

 ŊöƦͳͳ §ƞġśƼĚŊēġ�Ŋŭ�ĻöǔŸƞ�ŸĻ�Ÿƞ�öļöŊŭƦƴ�Ÿŭġ�ƴńŊŭļ͇�ƛġƞƦŸŭ͇�Ÿƞ�ļƞŸƼƛ�ēŸūƛöƞġĚ�ǕŊƴńͳ
öŭŸƴńġƞ͇�ƼƦƼöŢŢǛ�Ŋŭ�ö�ǕöǛ�ēŸŭƦŊĚġƞġĚ�ƴŸ�Ēġ�ƼŭĻöŊƞ͌�àġ�ēöŭŭŸƴ�ͩŢġöĚ�ƴńġͳ
ƞġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴͪ�Ŋŭ�Ÿŭġ�ĚŊƞġēƴŊŸŭ�Ÿƞ�öŭŸƴńġƞ͌��ŭǛƴńŊŭļ�ŸĻĻ͡ƦēƞŊƛƴ�ēöŭ�Ēġͳ
ēŸŭƦŊĚġƞġĚ�ĒŊöƦŊŭļ͌ͳ

!�ÀXͳ !͵ŸūƛƼƴġƞ�͵�͵ƦƦŊƦƴġĚ�͵À͵ġŢġƛńŸŭġ�͵X͵ŭƴġƞǔŊġǕŊŭļ͌�ÀńŊƦ�ŊƦ�ƴńġ�ƴġēńŭŊēöŢ�ŭöūġ�ĻŸƞͳ
ƴńŊƦ�ƴǛƛġ�ŸĻ�ƦƼƞǔġǛ�Ěöƴö�ēŸŢŢġēƴŊŸŭ͌ͳ

(ŊƦƛŸƦŊƴŊŸŭͳ (ġƦēƞŊƛƴŊŸŭ�ŸĻ�Ǖńöƴ�ńöƛƛġŭġĚ�Ÿŭ�ƴńġ�ēöŢŢ�͛ġ͌ļ͌�ŭŸ�öŭƦǕġƞ͇�ŭŸƴ�öǔöŊŢöĒŢġ͌͜ͳ
àńġŭ�ƦƼƞǔġǛ�ŊƦŭͬƴ�ēŸūƛŢġƴġĚ͇�ǛŸƼͬŢŢ�ƦġŢġēƴ�Ÿŭġ�ŸĻ�ƴńġ�ĚŊƦƛŸƦŊƴŊŸŭ�ŸƛƴŊŸŭƦ�öƴͳ
ƴńġ�ġŭĚ�ŸĻ�ƴńġ�ēöŢŢ͌ͳ

(y!ͳ ͩ(Ÿ�ŭŸƴ�ēŸŭƴöēƴͪ�ŞŭŸǕŭ�öƦ�ͩXŭƴġƞŭöŢ�mŊƦƴ͌ͪ�yġǔġƞ�ŸĻĻġƞ�ƴŸ�ƛƼƴ�ƞġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ�Ÿŭͳ
ŢŊƦƴ͌ͳ

(yªͳ ͩ(Ÿ�yŸƴ�ªġöĚͪͳ

IöŢƦŊĻŊēöƴŊŸŭͳ ªġēŸƞĚŊŭļ�öŭ�öŭƦǕġƞ�ĻŸƞ�ö�ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭ�ƴńöƴ�ǕöƦ�ŭŸƴ�öƦŞġĚ�Ÿƞ�ƞġēŸƞĚŊŭļ�öŭͳ
öŭƦǕġƞ�ƴńöƴ�ƴńġ�ƞġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ�ĚŊĚ�ŭŸƴ�ƦöǛ͌ͳͳ

IŊǚ͡ŊƴƦͳ �ƛġŭ͡ġŭĚ�ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭƦ�ƴńöƴ�öƞġ�ŭŸƴ�ƴǛƛġĚ�ǕŊƴń�ēŸƞƞġēƴ�ļƞöūūöƞ�Ÿƞ�ŭŸƴͳ
ƞġöĚöĒŢġ�ƴńöƴ�ŭġġĚ�ƴŸ�Ēġ�ūöŭƼöŢŢǛ�ĻŊǚġĚ�ĒǛ�ö�ƦƼƛġƞǔŊƦŸƞ͌ͳ

§�Àͳ
ªġƦƛŸŭƦġƦͳ

 ġƦƴ�öƛƛƞŸöēń�ƴŸ�ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭƦ�ƴńġ�ƞġƦƛŸŭĚġŭƴ�ūöǛ�öƦŞ�öĒŸƼƴ�ƴńġ�ēöŢŢ͇�ƦƼƞǔġǛ͇ͳ
Ÿƞ�ƛöƞƴŊēƼŢöƞ�ƝƼġƦƴŊŸŭƦ�τ�öŭƦǕġƞ�ŸƛƴŊŸŭƦͳ

§ƞŸĚƼēƴŊŸŭͳ
ªöƴġ�͛§ª͜ͳ

Àńġ�öǔġƞöļġ�ŭƼūĒġƞ�ŸĻ�ƦƼƞǔġǛƦ�ǛŸƼ�öƞġ�ēŸūƛġƴŊŭļ�Ŋŭ�öŭ�ńŸƼƞ͌�Àńġ�ļŸöŢ�ŊƦͳ
ƴŸ�Ēġ�öƴ�̇̆̆Ϊ�Ÿƞ�ńŊļńġƞ͌ͳ

§ƞŸśġēƴͳ �ŢŢ�ŸĻ�ƴńġ�ƦƼƞǔġǛƦ�ƞġƝƼġƦƴġĚ�ĒǛ�ö�ƛöƞƴŊēƼŢöƞ�ēŢŊġŭƴ͌�0öēń�ƛƞŸśġēƴ�ńöƦ�öͳ
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Microphone Blocked/ Please share your microphone 

 

• Make sure headset is securely plugged into the correct port. 

• Do online mic test h7ps://www.onlinemictest.com/ 

• Check microphone permissions for the Interviewer app 

o Open New Tab and Kill the Dynata - Interviewer tab. 

o Click the on ellipsis to open Customize and control Google Chrome menu 

*ellipsis- 3 iden,cal dots stacked ver,cally, located on the upper right corner of the page 
right below X (close). 

 

https://www.onlinemictest.com/


o Click on SeHngs 

o In the search bar, type Site SeHngs 

o Click on Site SeHngs 

 

o Click on Microphone 



 

o Click on h7ps://interviewer.surveysampling.com:443 

https://interviewer.surveysampling.com:443


 

o Look for Microphone permissions and make sure it is set to "Allow" 

 

• Relaunch Interviewer app. If it’s sQll not fixed, restart computer. 
 



 
 
 
 
 

Thanks,  
 

InmiZ Team


